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A REPORT ON GROUND MAGNETIC AND VLF 

SURVEYS CONDUCTED IN MARSHAY TOWNSHIP.

THOR1AKE AREA, NORTHEASTERN ONTARIO

On Behalf of: 

RANEX MINERALS INC.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the period between November 27th and December 12th. 1986 Total 

Field Magnetic and Very Low Frequency (VLF) Electromagnetic surveys were 

conducted on a series of claims held by Ranex Minerals Inc. within Marshay 

Township, Thorlake Area. Larder Lake Mining Division. Northeast Ontario.

The objective of the geophysical surveys was to map and relate the 

geophysical characteristics to potential gold paleo-placer type deposits.

The surveys yielded coverage from L-12 to L-18 and from the baseline 

to about 750E and 960W along line. The geophysical measurements were 

taken at station intervals of 30m and the control lines were 120m apart.

The Mag coverage achieved was 11.1 Km and the VLF survey achieved a 

line-Km coverage of 11.1 Km.

This report was prepared by Rick Trapnell. l Canada Court. St. Catharines. 

Ontario and is based upon data and claims sketches, maps. etc.. submitted 

by Ranex Minerals Inc.. The report describes the survey logistics, 

procedures and includes an interpretation of the results. Drafted presentation 

of the results is in the form of contour plan maps and offset profiles.

2. SURVEY GRID AND COVERAGE

The survey grid and claim area are found in the northeast portion of 

Marshay Township in the Thorlake area, approximately two hundred (200) 

Km north of the city of Sudbury, Ontario. The latitude-longitude of the 

survey area is approximately 47'13'N and 81*23'W. The survey covered part 

or all of the following claims. 820247 to 820253.

The survey area may be reached by bush road south from Highway 560 

at a point forty-five (45) Km east of Highway #144. Forty-two (42) Km 

south of Highway #560 turn west for forty-five (45) Km to the camp site 

on Shoefly Lake within claim 776700. A location Map of the survey area 

at a scale of 1:1,600,000 may be found in Figure 1.
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3. SURVEY GRID AMP COVERAGE

An outline of the property surveyed may be found in Figure 2. The 

baseline is oriented north-south and the wing lines are nominally 120 

metres apart. The geophysical surveys achieved coverage on 8 lines 

(L-12 to L-18 and the baseline).

A detailed listing of the survey coverage follows in Table 1.

TABLE l 
PRODUCTION SUMMARY

Coverage
Line

L-12
L-13
L-14
L-15
L-16
L-17
L-18

From

960W
960W
960W

1020W
9 90 W

1020W
990W

To

750E
630E
660E
750E
240E
300E

0

Line Length
(metres)

1710
1590
1620
1770
1230
1320
990

Measurement
Points

57
53
54
59
41
44
33

B.L. O 840N 840 28

Total Mag 11.1 Km 369
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4. PERSONNEL

Mr. Richard Trapnell-Geologist, Ranex Minerals Inc.. Mr. Trapnell 

operated the magnetometer lVLF receiver, was responsible for data quality 

and the day to day operation and direction of the survey, compiled the 

geophysical results, interpreted the data and prepared this report.

5. INSTRUMENTATION

The Scintrex IGS-2/MP-4 proton precession magnetometer was used to 

acquire the Total Field component of the magnetic field along the survey 

lines.

Changes in the ambient magnetic field with time were monitered and 

recorded by a second fixed Scintrex MP-3. This base station took measure 

ments at 30 second intervals providing magnetic data to automatically 

correct the survey magnetic data for diurnal variations,.

The Scintrex IGS-2 with the VLF-4 option was employed to measure 

the VLF field components.

The IGS-2 is an integrated microprocessor based instrument allowing 

measurement of both the magnetic and VLF fields, one after the other, 

while the operator is occupying the same station. The IGS-2 stores the 

results in an internal solid-state memory. At the end of a survey period 

the IGS-2 is connected to a serial printer and a formatted listing of 

the data with all stations and line numbers labelled along with time of 

measurement is obtained.

The geophysical data was manually gridded, contoured or profiled, 

and ink-plotted on mylar by Rick Trapnell.

The instrumentation is described in greater detail in the specification 

sheets appended to this report.

6. GEOLOGY
6.1 GENERAL GEOLOGY

The claims lie within an area where the Gowganda Conglomerate 

Formation overlies metamorphic felsic basement rocks. The contact appears 

in a small isolated area with a trend running north-south. Metavolcanics 

are at the contact with a small intrusive sill of Nippissing Diabase 

along the plane of weakness.

Outcrops in the area are isolated and overlain by glacial fluvial 

deposits of sand and gravel.
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In the east central area of Marshay Township is an esker Complex 
running north-south through most of the township with a large end moraine 
deposit to the north in Beulah Township.

The topography of the area consists of elevations up to two hundred 
(200) feet but the general trend is toward moderate relief and sand 
plains.

6.2 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
The objective of Ranex Minerals Inc. is to evaluate glacial deposits 

in search of a paleo-placer type deposit within Marshay Township. Gold 

has been reported to the west in similar gravel units. Evaluation of 

these deposits is reported to be being carried out using overburden 
drilling. 

7. EXPLORATION TARGET, SURVEY METHOD AND FIELD PROCEDURES
7.1 EXPLORATION TARGET

The economic target of interest on the Ranex property is paleo- 
placer deposits of gold. The gold itself may not occur in sufficient 
concentration to effect the bulk physical propertities of the deposit 
and therefore indirect indications of the gold viz. associated lithologic 
elements or structural and topographic controls are the target of the 
geophysical surveys.

The gold in such deposits is often associated with heavier minerals 
such as magnetite, thus justifying the magnetic survey. The structural 

or topographic association may be found in the nature of subcrop 
depressions or paleo-channels which might have controlled the deposition 

and concentration of the gold. The VLF method is a measure of electrical 
conductivity and a trough of water saturated conductive sediments might 
precipate a VLF anomaly.

7.2 SURVEY METHOD AND PROCEDURES (Magnetic)

The magnetic method incorporates the measurement of the magnetic 
field of the earth as influenced by rock formations having different 

magnetic properties and configurations. The measured field is the vector 
sum of the induced and remnant magnetic effects. Thus, there are three 

factors, excluding geometric factors, which determine the magnetic field. 
These are the strength of the earth's magnetic field, the magnetic 

susceptibilities of the rocks present and their remnant magnetism.
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The earth's magnetic field is similar in form to that of a bar 

magnet. The flux lines of the geomagnetic field are vertical at the 

north and south magnetic poles where the strength is approximately 

60,000 nanoTesla (nT). In the equatorial region, the field is horizontal 

and its strength is approximately 30,000 nT.

The primary geomagnetic field is, for the purposes of normal mineral 

exploration surveys, constant in space and time. Magnetic field measure 

ments may, however, vary considerably due to short term external magnetic 

influences. The magnitude of these variations is unpredictable. In the 

case of sudden magnetic storms, it may reach several hundred nT over 

a few minutes. It may be necessary, therefore, to take continuous readings 

of the geomagnetic field with a base station magnetometer while the 

magnetic survey is being done. An alternative field procedure is to make 

periodic repeat measurements at convient traverse points.

The intensity of magnetization induced in rocks by the geomagnetic 

field F is given by:

I - kF 

where:

I is the induced magnetization
k is the volume magnetic susceptibility
F is the strength of the geomagnetic field

For most materials, k is very much less than 1. If k is negative 

the body is said to be diamagnetic. Examples are quartz, marble, graphite 

and rock salt. If k is a small positive value, the body is said to be 

paramagnetic, examples of which are gneiss (k*.002), pegmatite, dolomite 

and syenite. If k is a large positive value, the body is strongly 

magnetic and it is said to be ferromagnetic, for example, magnetite (k-0.3), 

ilmenite and pyrrhotite.

The susceptibilities of rocks are determined primarily by their 

magnetite content since this mineral is so strongly magnetic and so widely 

distributed in the various rock types (of considerable importance, as 

well, is the pyrrhotite content).

The remnant magnetization of rocks depends both on their composition 

and their previous history. Whereas the induced magnetization is nearly 

always parallel to the direction of the geomagnetic field, the natural 

remnant magnetization may bear no relation to the present direction and
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inteneity of the earth's field. The remnant magnetization is related 

to the direction of the earth's field at the time the rocks were last 

magnetized. Movement of the body through folding, etc. and the chemical 

history since the previous magnetization are additional factors which 

affect the magnitude and direction of the remnant magnetic vector.

Thus, the resultant magnetization M of a rock is given by:

M . Mn * kF

where Mn is the natural remnant magnetization and F is a vector which 

can be completely specified by its horizontal (H) and vertical (Z) 

components and by the declination (D) from true north. Similarly, Mn 

is specified when its magnitude and direction are known. Thus, considerable 

simplification results if Mn-0, whereupon M merely reduces to kF. In 

the early days of magnetic prospecting, it was usually assumed that there 

was no remnant magnetization. However, it has now been established 

that both igneous and sedimentary rocks possess remnant magnetization, 

and that the phenomenon is a widespread one.

Since the distribution of magnetic minerals (magnetite, pyrrhotite) 

will, in general, vary with different rock types, the magnetic method is 

often used to aid in geologic mapping. In gold exploration, the magnetic 

survey is of particular importance because it will locate areas of 

structural complexity, carbonization, and silicification. 

7.3 SURVEY METHOD AMD FIELD PROCEDURES

The Very Low Frequency (VLF) Electromagnetic Method measures 

variations in the components of the electromagnetic fields, set up by 

communication stations operating in the 15 to 25 kHz frequency range. 

These stations, located around the world, generate signals for the 

purposes of navigation and communication with submarines.

In far field, above uniform earth, the groundwave of the vertically 

polarized VLF radiowave has three field components:

Da radial, horizontal electrical field
2) a vertical electrical field, and
3) a tangential, horizontal magnetic field. 

When these three fields meet conductive bodies in the ground, eddy

currents are induced causing secondary fields to radiate outwards from 

these conductors.

The primary field from a VLF station can vary considerably. For 

the most part, the field fluctuates moderately during the course of the
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day due to changes in atmospheric conditions. There are, however, more 

dramatic changes indicated in the recording. Towards evening there is 

a large upward swing in the field strength, and at several points 

during the day, both partial and total drops in the field amplitude can 

be observed. In the light of these irregularities, the horizontal field 

data should always be considered with reservation as it is difficult to 

know whether changes are caused by conductors or by variations in the 

station's signal.

If the primary field strength is constant, changes in the amplitude 

of the horizontal magnetic field mainly reflect variations in the 

conductivity of the earth. Normally there will be no vertical magnetic 

field. However, near a conductor, a vertical field will be observed. 

The relative amplitudes of the in-phase and quadrature components may 

be used to interpret the conductivity-size characteristics of the conductor,

All the lines were read by station NAA(24.0 Hz). Cutler, Maine.

Measurements of the three VLF components were taken along line at 

30m intervals. 

8. DATA PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION

After the completion of the survey the data was used to manually 

produce a contoured plan map of the corrected total field magnetics and 

an offset profile map of the VLF in-phase and quadrature components by 

Rick Trapnell. The maps were drawn at a scale of 1:2500. with appropriate 

contour intervals and profile scales. The maps show the grid lines with 

stations and lines labelled and have the geophysical values posted. 

Also on the maps are the claim post locations.

A listing of the final presentation product follows:

8.1 PLAN MAPS PLATE INDEX (TABLE 2) 

Plate No. Parameter Scale

1: Total Field Magnetics Contour Plan Map 1:2500 
2: VLF Offset Profile Map 1:2500
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9.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

9.1 VLF-EM

Examination of the VLF offset profile map reveals several anomalies. 

One of the most prominent extends along line 12 from 240W to 750W. line 13 

from 210W to 810W and line 14 from 180W to 750W. The second most obvious 

anomaly extends from line 13 90E to 450E with a dramatic increase in the 

level of the anomaly on line 14 30E to 450E. Significant anomalies also occur 

along the baseline at line 12, line 13 and Iinel4.

The line to line correspondence of the anomalies suggests that there 

may be a conductive channel or depression.

The minor variations in the VLF response found throughout the profile 

maps are interpreted as being due to large scale variations in overburden 

thickness and conductivity.

9.2 MAGNETIC

The predominant features shown on the magnetic map are two large 

magnetic highs. The first is to the northeast and extends from line 13 360E 

to 510E, line 14 330E to 390E and 240E to 720E along line 15. The second 

is found along line 12 from 30E to 390W. line 13 150E to 390W, line 14 210E 

to 270W and line 15 120E to 180E and 60E to 120W. Two peaks to note within this 

second anomaly occur at 510N along the baseline and 150E along line 17 and 

both possess values in excess of 60000 nT.

Two smaller positive highs are found at 120W along line 16 and 17 and 

420W line 16 and 330W along line 17. The rest of the studied area is 

characterized by magnetic lows. The lack of outcrops hinders the determination 

of the prevalent rock types associated with these anomalies, however, future 

drilling may enable a more thorough interpretation. 

10.0 SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION

Although not actually done on these claims, vibr.asonic drilling has 

been done on adjacent claims in Marshay Township by Ranex Minerals Inc. 

in 1985. During drilling, as reported by J. Micheal Robinson (acting geologist 

at the time), it was generally observed that there was a fining upward trend with 

regards to sediment sizes in the area. He interpreted this as a classic 

trend characterizing a fluvial environment and believed that the more 

evident trends appear to lead to the conclusion that these are ancient 

point bars, left by the Vermillion River as it was channeling away the
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glacial meltwaters and are probable locations of paleo-placer gold deposits.

This favourable result from nearby vibrasonic drilling coupled 

with the strong magnetic and VLF anomalies as well as the favourable 

results from previous surveys to the south and south-west lead to 

recommendations of further vibrasonic drilling within the seven claims 

studied in this report in the belief that a viable gold deposit will be found,

Respectfully Submitted,

Rick S. Trapnell, H. BSc. (GEOLOGY) 
Ranex Minerals Inc.
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Here are eight important features of the 
VLF-3 and IGS-2/VLF-4 which 
demonstrate their cost-effective 
capability to improve VLF surveys:

1. Simple to operate, taster and more 
precise than conventional VLF 
Receivers

2. Several parameters ot both VL f - 
magnetic and VLF-electric fields can 
be measured and automatically 
recorded in solid-state memory. '

3. Measure up to three difierent sta 
tions with automatic digital tuning.

4. For accuracy and ease in data pro 
cessing, the actual position co 
ordinates and time are automatically 
recorded.

5. The 32 character digital display 
communicates with the operator in 
English or plus of many languages, 
ensuring simple, error-free opera 
tion.

6. After surveying, data can be edited 
if required and output as listings or 
profiles directly on a printer without 
the use of a computer. Alternatively, 
data can be dumped to commonly 
available peripheral devices such as 
cassette recorders, modems or 
microcomputers.

7. The optional base station capability 
permits recording of the varying 
primary field amplitudes and subse 
quent automatic correction of por 
table or airborne VLF data.

8. The IGS-2/VLF-4 model permits the 
addition of magnetic and electro 
magnetic sensors for money-saving

*" combined surveys.
The VLF magnetic field sensor Is backpack mounted for hands-free operation.
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Brief Description Benefits

The VLF stations which act as elec 
tromagnetic field transmitters for the 
VLF-3 are located around the world. 
Signals from these stations, in the 15 
to 29 kHz range, are generated for the 
purposes of navigation and com 
munication with submarines. VLF Elec 
tromagnetic Receivers pick up the 
magnetic and electric fields of these 
signals to provide information about 
the electrical properties of the earth.

The expandable memory of the VLF-3 
means that it can internally store 
several day's data for almost any ap 
plication. In-field data processing is 
carried out by simply connecting the 
VLF-3 to a digital printer or microcom 
puter. Alternatively, data can be archiv 
ed on cassette tapes or transmitted 
over telephone lines to head office.

If a second VLF-3 is used as a base 
station and if both units are outfitted 
with the optional software for primary 
field drift corrections, a new dimension 
in VLF information is obtained. This ap 
plication is fully discussed in a 
separate Scintrex brochure.

VLF data are best used in conjunction 
with magnetic data for the interpreta 
tion of large geological features such 
as faults and rock units. However, 
under favourable circumstances, 
smaller conductors such as those due 
to sulphide mineralization may also be 
detected. Other applications include 
groundwater exploration, permafrost 
thickness studies and the measure 

ment of overburden conductivity and 
thickness.

A capability identical to the VLF-3 is 
available by selecting instrumentation 
from the Scintrex IGS Integrated Por 
table Geophysical System family. 
Specifically, the IGS-2 System Control 
Console and the VLF-4 VLF Elec 
tromagnetic Sensor Option together 
perform the same functions as the 
VLF-3. Thus, the present brochure 
serves to inform about the IOS-2/VLF-4 
combination, as well as about the 
VLF-3.

The difference between the VLF-3 and 
IGS-2/VLF-4 is that the IGS-2 can be 
used with any combination or all of: 
MP-4 Proton Magnetometer Sensor Op 
tion, VLF-4 VLF Electromagnetic Sen 
sor Option and EM-4 Genie/Horizontal 
Loop Electromagnetic Sensor Option. 
Such combinations reduce your Invest 
ment in instrumentation and permit a 
single operator to carry out combined 
measurements, greatly reducing survey 
costs.

The VLF-3 is a dedicated VLF Receiver 
and, since it is less expensive than 
IGS-2/VLF-4, It should be selected 
when It is considered that only the VLF 
method is to be used. If, however, at a 
later date, it is considered desirable to 
upgrade a VLF-3 to the level of an IGS- 
2/VLF-4, this can be done, at extra 
cost, by returning the VLF-3 to the 
Scintrex plant.

Saves Time
Based on tests comparing the VLF-3 
with a conventional VLF receiver, a 
VLF station can be read twice as fast 
with the VLF-3. Features such as 
automatic frequency tuning, 
simultaneous measurement of several 
VLF field parameters, signal stacking, 
filtering and a digital instead of analog 
readout all contribute to the rapidity of 
accurate measurement. Because data 
are recorded automatically, your 
operator can be walking to the next 
station instead of wasting time writing 
down readings in a notebook. Since 
time is saved, you have the choice of 
balancing increased production against 
recording extra parameters during your 
next VLF survey. For example, with the 
efficient VLF-3 you may feel it worth 
while to add electric field 
measurements, to measure more than 
one VLF transmitter at each observa 
tion point or to increase the density of 
your observation points.

Instead of hours, you spend only 
minutes to watch the VLF-3 calculate, 
list and plot data. You will find that not 
only will your field plotting always be 
up to date, but your operator will really 
enjoy data reduction and plotting, once 
considered a laborious and unwanted 
task. The geophysicist can spend time 
interpreting data rather than 
calculating or plotting it.
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Benefits

Save time, confusion and error when 
the VLF-3 tells you: 1) which station 
you came from, 2) where you are, and 
3) where it expects you to move to 
next. To use this feature you initialize 
the console before your survey by 
entering the nominal station spacing 
you will be using. The VLF-3 will then 
increment or decrement station 
numbers by this amount when you 
depress the appropriate key. If you 
want to take a reading at a position 
other than the normally incremented 
one, you can manually enter the coor 
dinates.

Better Data
The VLF-3 efficiently measures several 
parameters of both the VLF-magnetic 
and VLF-electric fields. This informa 
tion gives the explorationist the max- 
ri""im interpretability from the VLF

,tromagnetic method. In addition, 
the instrument is so versatile that you 
can use it to record ancillary informa 
tion from other geophysical sensors or 
to annotate weather, geology, elevation 
or other information.

Measuring several components of the 
VLF-magnetic field with the tilt com 
pensated sensor of the VLF-3 is much 
more accurate than reading the analog 
dip meters used in conventional VLF 
receivers. Simultaneous digital and 
pseudo-analog readouts help the VLF-3 
operator to accurately and rapidly 
locate the VLF station direction. 
Because the tuning of each VLF sta 
tion is automatic, you can be sure of 
getting the best signal strength for 
each measurement. Data quality is fur 
ther ensured by messages on the 
display which say 'weak signal' or 
'overload 1 if signals from the VLF 
transmitter are not measurable.

Each half second the VLF-3 measures 
each parameter and calculates a new 
average which is displayed for the 
operator. This automatic signal stack- 
l' enhances the signal-to-noise ratio 
aw permits the operator to decide 
when a reading has converged to an ac 
ceptable value.

You can set the VLF-3 to measure up 
to three VLF frequencies at each 
survey position instead of measuring 
lust one signal as is normar with con 

ventional VLF receivers. Provided you 
are within range of more than one VLF 
transmitter, you can improve interpreta 
tion by comparing the results at multi 
ple frequencies. The use of more than 
one VLF transmitter enhances 
responses from conductors having dif 
ferent strike directions.

You will avoid field transcription errors 
because you won't need a notebook 
When you file VLF readings in the fail 
safe internal solid-state memory, time 
and position are also automatically 
recorded. If the main batteries fail, then 
a miniature nickel cadmium battery 
pack will preserve the memory safely 
for days

You can observe previous measure 
ments while you are taking a reading. 
The two line, 32 character LCD display 
shows the present measurement in the 
upper line and the measurement from 
the previous station in the lower line. 
With a few keystrokes you can view the 
data recorded at any station. This flex 
ibility allows you to maintain data 
quality by following the trend of the 
data.

If the Primary Field Drift Correction Op 
tion is included, you can continuously 
record the amplitudes of the primary 
fields from up to three stations. Then 
you can automatically correct the 
horizontal component measured with a 
portable unit to provide accurate data 
about horizontal conductors.

Another possibility for enhancing data 
is to use a microcomputer and Scintrex 
software to calculate total field, ellip 
ticity, dip angle and Fraser filters from 
the VLF-3 measurements. Profiles 
and/or contours of these parameters 
may assist in interpretation.

The VLF-3 has numerous features 
which enhance its ability to receive 
even distant transmitters so that it can 
be used effectively over most of the 
world.

Simplified Operation
Your VLF-3 operator will find it very 
easy both to take measurements and 
carry the instrument. The console is 
chest mounted while the sensor for the 
VLF-magnetic field is carried on a com-

The Scintrex IGS-2/MP-4/VLF-4 perm/is one 
operator to efficiently measure both magnetic 
and VLF fields and to record data in computer 
compatible solid-state memory.

fortable backpack. For VLF-electric 
field measurements, capacitive elec 
trodes are used. Compared with con 
ventional VLF-electric field receivers, 
which use galvanically contacting elec 
trodes, this means that no time is 
wasted making ground contact. This 
can be difficult in dry surface materials 
or frozen ground.

The VLF-3 can literally speak your 
language, provided you use the Latin 
alphabet. Further, your operator will 
clearly understand the messages 
because the VLF-3 display replies with 
actual words, not codes or symbols. 
For example, the display asks ques 
tions such as, 'INITIALIZE MODE, 
ENTER?', to which you respond by 
pressing the Enter key if you wish to 
initialize the VLF-3 for the survey. Such 
simple human interfacing means that 
operators quickly learn to use the 
VLF-3 in an error-free manner.

Operations such as correcting errors in 
data in the memory or outputting data 
listings or profiles are as simple as 
pushing a few keys on the front panel 
keyboard. It is not necessary to have or 
to Know how to use a microcomputer 
to carry out such tasks. Simplify your 
field operation with this self-contained 
system.



ffamatures Specific 
Oo the VLF Method

Measures both VLF-magnetic 
and VLF-electric fields.
While VLF-magnetic data may be taken 

..alone, extra information may be 
gathered by measuring the electric 
field as well. The VLF-magnetic field 
data can be used to interpret conduc 
tor geometry. When electric field data 
are added, estimates can be made of 
the earth's apparent resistivity and 
geologic homogeneity. The VLF-3 uses 
both the VLF-magnetic and electric 
field data to calculate apparent 
resistivity and phase angie 
automatically.

All VLF field parameters measured 
or calculated.
In addition to the measured and 
calculated parameters output by the 
VLF-3, Scintrex supplied software can 
be used to calculate the following on a 
microcomputer: ellipticity, dip angle, 
total field and Fraser filters.

- Automatic measurement of up to 
Vee VLF stations.
The VLF-3 can be initialized to measure 
up to three VLF transmitting stations 
sequentially. Once the signal from one 
station is measured, a couple of 
keystrokes are needed and the VLF-3 
automatically tunes to the next fre 
quency to begin the new measurement.

Measuring two or three stations im 
proves data quality for two reasons. 
First, the likelihood of finding conduc 
tive bodies which strike in different 
directions is improved. Secondly, 
responses from more than one trans 
mitter can be correlated to verify the 
results of each measurement, resulting 
in better confidence in the data and 
better interpretations.

Normalizes for primary field 
strength variations.
When a VLF receiver is set up in a base 
station mode to monitor the primary 
VLF fields over time, it is not unusual 
to observe changes in excess of 1 "/o 
per minute, due to atmospheric causes. 
Much more abrupt changes arise from 
power variations at the transmitter. 
Thus, any VLF measurements based on

ie amplitude of a component of the 
'field or on the amplitude of the total 
field will show errors equal to the 
percentage changes in amplitude of 
the primary field. This occurs, 
therefore, with the horizontal VLF-

The VLF-3 also measures the VLF electric field 
using capacitive electrodes.

magnetic vector measured by the 
VLF-3. However, since the VLF-3 
automatically normalizes the more 
critical, vertical VLF-magnetic com 
ponents by the horizontal vector 
amplitude, they are free of errors caus 
ed by primary field strength variations. 
The calculated resistivity and phase 
angle are Independent of the primary 
field strength because the formulae us 
ed In their calculations ratio com 
ponents, thereby cancelling any error.

Corrections to the horizontal VLF- 
magnetic vector can be automatically 
made if the VLF-3 is equipped with 
special program EPROMS and if a base 
station unit is employed. This applica 
tion is fully discussed in a separate 
Scintrex brochure. When a VLF-3 is fit 
ted with these special EPROMS, it 
takes the name VLF-3C.

Simple operation.
Forget cumbersome dip meter nulling 
procedures. The VLF-3 first 
automatically tunes to the VLF 
transmitter frequency then the operator 
locates Its direction. Gain is 
automatically adjusted aQd, because 
the sensor Is tilt compensated, no 
levelling is required. Once these pro 
cedures are finished, the measurement 
usually takes only seconds to com 
plete. The dip angle measurements 
made with conventional VLF receivers 
are tedious and prone to operator error.

Variable electric field dipole length. 
The easy to lay out 5 meter dipole is 
standard and quite suitable for nearly 
all applications. Longer lengths which 
may assist in averaging out near- 
surface resistivity changes are also 
available.

Tilt compensation improves accuracy. 
Incorporated with the VLF-3 receiving 
coils is an electronic level sensor. The 
DC output of this sensor varies linearly 
with the angle from horizontal, mea 
sured in a plane perpendicular to a line 
joining the operator and the transmit 
ter. This DC voltage is scaled accord 
ing to the output of the horizontal ' 
magnetic field amplitude and then sub 
tracted from the vertical in-phase 
signal.

Provided the plane of the horizontal 
vector receiving coil is aligned with the 
VLF transmitter according to the nor 
mal operating procedure, the maximum 
error in reading the vertical in-phase 
component is less than one percent in 
response to up to 25 degrees of tilt. 
The vertical in-phase component Is the 
only parameter having a sine error with 
coil misorientation. The other para 
meters have cosine errors which can 
be considered negligible.

Picks up distant stations. 
Because of the numerous automatic 
features and the advanced electronic
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design of the VLF-3, distant stations 
can be picked up. Tests in the vicinity 
of Toronto, Canada show that depen 
dable reception can be made from all 
the North American VLF stations, in 
cluding the new station in PuertoRico. 
Fields as low as 100 nA/m can be 
received although, in practice, 
background noise and/or the presence 
of very strong stations close in fre 
quency may require higher signals

Covers a wide range of 
geological conditions. 
First, the VLF-3 has the capability to 
detect conductors with strikes in 
almost any direction because its efft 
ciency of operation makes it feasible to 
read more than one transmitted signal. 
Secondly, the resistivity calculated 
from combined VLF-magnetic and VLF- 
electric measurements covers a wide 
range, from one to 100,000 ohm-metres. 
The resistivities of most geological 
materials fall within this range.

Automatic tuning and gain adjustment. 
After pressing the Start key, the VLF-3 
takes just seconds to tune to a VLF 
transmitter. This automatic tuning is 
faster and more accurate than with tun 
ing dials on conventional VLF recei 
vers. The continuously tunable VLF-3 
lets you select any VLF frequency in 
the range of 15.0 to 29.0 kHz. There is 
no need to worry about changing 
crystals or circuit boards to select any 
VLF frequency from existing trans 
mitters. Once the frequency is tuned, 
the VLF-3 automatically adjusts its 
amplifier gain according to the signal 
strength. Horizontal signal strength 
referred to the amplifier input is record 
ed as data.

Signal/noise enhancement.
Narrow bandpass filtering and sharp 
cut-off, high pass filters make it possi 
ble to measure even around hydroelec 
tric transmission lines. Additionally, 
the automatic signal stacking of each 
measurement, taken every 0.5 seconds, 
permits accurate data collection under 
very noisy conditions. The operator 
observes the continuously updated 
average value and decides to stop the 
measurement when he feels that a 
suitable convergence has been 
obtained.

The VLF-3 can be interfaced with a range of microcomputers such as IBM PC, Apple Ile, Apple III, 
HP-85, Osborne, Corona, Compaq and others. Scintrex is prepared to assist with such interfacing.

The VLF-3 outputs listings or prof iles direct to a digital printer.

By connecting the VLF-3 to a modern in the field, data can be transmitted to a similar modern in 
head office.
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Common Features 
of IGS-2, MP-3 
and VLF-3 
iTCtrumentation

Choice of sensors. While the MP-3 Pro 
ton Magnetometer and VLF-3 VLF Elec 
tromagnetic Receiver are dedicated to 
magnetic and VLF EM measurements 
respectively, the IGS-2 can be used for 
any or all of magnetic, VLF EM and 
electromagnetic methods. This flexibili 
ty allows the instrument to be con 
figured for most efficient use and 
keeps your investment in instrumenta 
tion low, compared to purchasing a 
variety of dedicated instruments.

Intelligent microprocessor. Due to their 
software controlled, microprocessor- 
based design these instruments can 
fulfill a wide variety of tasks in ground 
geophysical surveying. In addition to 
controlling measurement and storage 
of data, the microprocessor's in 
telligence is used to process it. For ex 
ample, from measured VLF EM para 
meters, the IGS-2 can calculate 
resistivity and phase angle then output 
these values as listings or profiles, 
direct to a digital printer.

Simple keypad operation. The 14 keys 
permit numbers or commands to be 
entered. With few keystrokes, 
numerous operations are performed on 
this weather and dirtproof keypad. For 
example, in routine surveys as few as 
two keys have to be pressed to incre 
ment the station coordinates, measure 
and file data in memory.

Every keystroke engenders an "echo" 
from the display for simple, unam 
biguous operation. To maintain a 
positive tactile feel when keys are 
depressed, a flexible diaphragm covers 
the keyboard. If this wears out, it can 
be easily replaced by removing a few 
screws.

32 character LCD display. Messages 
and data are spelled out unambiguous 
ly in two lines of 16 characters each, 
on a display which is highly visible in 
either bright sunlight or in dim condi 
tions. In some applications, such as 
VLF, the display is also used in a 
pseudo-analog fashion to facilitate 
operation.

Displays present and previous data. 
After a measurement, the newly ac 
quired data value is shown in the upper 
line of the display while the value for 
the previous station fs shown in the 
bottom line. This allows the operator to

compare values, an important con 
sideration in maintaining data quality. 
For example, if the difference between 
the readings is great, he can decide to 
verify the new measurement and/or to 
return to an intermediate station for a 
fill-in value.

Alarm messages ensure data quality.
Messages shown on the LCD display 
warn of improper measurement condi 
tions. The actual warnings depend 
upon the sensors used.

Speaks your language. These in 
struments 'speak1 a number of 
languages, provided they use Latin 
characters. Unless another language is 
specified, they are delivered with the 
capability of displaying messages in 
either English or French, at the choice 
of the operator. If another language is 
required, this can be easily supplied, in 
conjunction with English.

Messages can be displayed In English plus 
French or any other language using Latin 
characters.

Computer compatible data recording. 
Header information, observed values, 
station number, line number and time 
for each observation are all recorded. 
The standard, internal 16K RAM solid- 
state memory is large enough for 
storage of a full day of data in most ap 
plications.

Memory expansion. To store more data 
on existing circuit boards, the memory 
can be expanded in 8K RAM in 

crements to a maximum of 48K RAM. A 
further expansion, requiring an addi 
tional circuit board, can be made to 
raise the total memory capacity to 
144K RAM. In some special configura 
tions the memory can be additionally 
expanded to a total of 192K RAM.

Fall-safe memory. The percentage of 
free memory can be displayed at any 
time, after two keystrokes. The memory 
can only be erased by a series of 
keystrokes which would be virtually im 
possible to duplicate accidentally. If 
the battery pack becomes discharged 
or is removed, there is no loss of data 
in memory since a set of built-in 
miniature batteries, charged from the 
main batteries, keep the memory intact 
for days. Additionally, the instruments 
have been environmentally tested to be 
sure that the memory storage will be 
safe under all vibration, temperature 
and humidity conditions.

Records actual coordinates. Time and 
station numbers can be displayed and 
recorded as numbers of up to 5 digits 
with a decimal point at any location. 
Exact coordinates down to a fraction of 
a meter or a foot can therefore be 
recorded.

By pushing a few keys, the IGS-2, MP-3 
or VLF-3 can be initialized with the 
nominal line and station intervals to be 
used on the survey. Then, by pushing 
the proper keys, the line and/or station 
numbers can be either incremented or 
decremented by the initialized inter 
vals. If a reading is to be taken at a dif 
ferent station interval and/or off one of 
the nominal profiles, then the actual 
coordinates of the observation point 
are easily entered. Line and station 
coordinates are automatically recorded 
each time an observation is filed, for 
accuracy and ease in data processing.

Choice of grid system. Both line and 
station coordinates can be recorded 
either as compass directions (N, S, E, 
or W) or as Cartesian coordinates using 
positive and negative signs.

Records time. When each measured 
value is filed in memory, the time is 
recorded so that, for example, diurnal 
magnetic corrections can be made by 
comparing data from portable and base 
station magnetometers. The built-in 
clock shows day, month and year as
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well as hour, minute and second. It is 
accurate to one second over 12 hours 
over the full operating range of the in 
strument. It is easily reset, if required. 
Time can be shown on the display, 
after two keystrokes.

Records header information. At the 
beginning of a survey, or of a day of 
surveying, header information such as: 
1) instrument serial number, 2) grid 
number, 3) job number, 4) date and 
5) operator code can be entered. When 
data are output, this header informa 
tion is repeated at the beginning of the 
data list or profile for each line, to en 
sure that all data are properly and 
unambiguously labelled.

Accepts ancillary data. In addition to 
automatically recorded geophysical 
parameters such as magnetometer and 
.VLF values, a great deal of ancillary 
data can be manually entered. Such 
data is entered in up to eight blocks of 
up to five digit, signed decimal 

; " -mbers.

Recalls data. By keystroke entry, any 
recorded value can be called up on the 
display. For example, over an anomaly 
it might be useful to compare values 
recorded on an adjacent line. To do 
this, the operator enters the adjacent 
line and station numbers and 
depresses a memory key. Instantly, the 
recalled value appears on the lower line 
of the display. Once one value is recall 
ed, he can move up or down the line 
recalling data, station by station, with a 
single keystroke per station.

Permits revision of data. It is not 
necessary to record every measured 
value. Several readings can be taken 
before one is selected for recording. 
Alternatively, more than one value can 
be recorded with identical coordinates 
at different times.

To change information already in the 
memory, the Edit Mode can be used to 
change line and station numbers or 
header data. If it is desired to repeat a 
measurement, a new reading can be 
recorded and the old one deleted.

Outputs to many peripheral devices. 
The RS-232C port plus keypad selec 
table baud rates and carriage return 
delays, permit data to be output to 
many commonly available devices. A

digital printer can be used to print data 
as listings or as profile plots. A modern 
can be used to transmit data to head 
office via a telephone line or a 
magnetic tape recorder can store data 
for future computer processing.

Data can be output directly into por 
table microcomputers so that data ar 
chiving on floppy disk or additional 
processing can be done in the field. 
Some microcomputers with which the 
IGS-2, MP-3 and VLF-3 have been inter 
faced include Apple Ile, Apple III, 
Osborne, IBM PC, HP-85, Corona and 
Compaq. Several data dumps can be 
made sequentially from the memory.

Simple, automatic field plots. To plot 
data in the field you do not need a 
computer. A printer is all that is re 
quired to output header information as 
well as data listings or profile plots. 
This immediate, error-free output 
enhances in-field quality control and 
saves time and effort, compared to 
manual data compilation.

Organizes data. When data are output, 
whether as listings or profiles, they are 
first sorted by grid number, then in 
order of increasing iine number and, 
within each line, by increasing station 
number. In this way the data are pro 
perly organized, regardless of the se 
quence in which they were taken, for 
easy comparison. For example, printer 
output profiles can be easily 'stacked' 
by placing them side by side.

Four power supply options. For base 
station applications, an IGS-2, MP-3 or 
VLF-3 can be powered from a 12 V DC 
external source such as a vehicle bat 
tery or from a specially designed Heavy 
Duty Rechargeable Battery Pack with 
built-in charger. For portable applica 
tions, the Non-rechargeable Battery 
Pack includes a battery holder and 10 
disposable C cell batteries. The 
Rechargeable Battery Pack Is entirely 
non-magnetic and so is recommended 
for most magnetometer applications as 
well as for work at low temperatures.

When data are output to a cassette recorder, 
they are stored in a computer compatible 
medium for lutvre processing.

When pseudo-analog profiles are out 
put onto a printer, any two parameters 
can be selected for simultaneous plot 
printing. One of several full scale sen 
sitivities can be selected for each pro 
file. The scales can be either zero 
centered or have their zero at the left- 
hand side of the space allotted to the 
profile. In the profile displays, the ac 
tual station numbers and data values 
are also printed numerically.

In some cases, these digital printer 
outputs may be sufficient for presenta 
tion in reports, eliminating the expense 
of further data processing or drafting.

Fail-safe power supply. The battery 
voltage can be checked anytime to be 
sure that there is enough power left. 
When the batteries are almost ex 
hausted, a warning indicator will ap 
pear on the display during a measure 
ment. If the batteries are not replaced 
or recharged, then the instrument will 
eventually stop measuring in order to 
eliminate the chance of corrupted data 
being measured and recorded.

Wide operating temperature range. All 
specifications are met over the range 
 400C to 150C C. For use below -200C 
the Display Heater Option, Recharge 
able Battery Pack and Low 
Temperature Battery Extender Kit 
should be used.



tihat the VLF-3 
C Measures

As its primary measurement, the VLF-3 
employs two mutually orthogonal 
receive coils to determine three 
parameters of the VLF-magnetic field. 
These are: 1) the horizontal amplitude 
vector in a direction perpendicular to a 
line joining the operator to the station,
2) the amplitude of the component of 
the vertical field vector which is in 
phase with the horizontal vector, and
3) the amplitude of the component of 
the vertical field vector which is 90 0 
out of phase with the horizontal vector. 
These three parameters, for the given 
VLF transmitter, are recorded 
simultaneously. Since the vertical com 
ponents are expressed as a percentage 
of the horizontal vector, they are 
automatically normalized for any 
changes in the amplitude of the 
transmitted primary field.

If the primary field strength is not con 
stant, errors will occur in the horizontal 
magnetic vector data. These can be 
corrected automatically and accurately 
using a base station VLF-3. This ap 
plication is fully discussed in a Scin- 
trex brochure entitled "VLF EM Primary 
Field Drift Correction Option for VLF-3 
and VLF-4".

To permit measurement of the VLF- 
electric field, a dipole consisting of 
two capacitive electrodes and 5 meters 
or more of wire is used. When this 
dipole is correctly laid out, the VLF-3 
measures the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the horizontal electric 
field vector in the direction of the line 
joining the operator and the transmitter 
antenna, phase related to the horizon 
tal magnetic vector.

The VLF-3 uses the magnetic and elec 
tric field measurements to automatical 
ly calculate the apparent resistivity of 
the earth as well as the phase angle 
.between the magnetic and electric field 
components. If the earth is uniform 
(not layered) within the depth of the 
VLF measurement, the phase angle 
between the horizontal magnetic and 
electric VLF fields will be 45 degrees. 
A non-uniform earth will give rise to 
other phase angles.

Other parameters such as total field, 
dip angle, ellipticity or Fraser filter can 
be calculated from the measured VLF-3 
parameters using Scintrex supplied 
software and a microcomputer.
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Sutton

The VLF-magnetic field measurement made by the VLF-3 comprises: J horizontal amplitude vec 
tor. Hy, 2) the amplitude of the component, Hrf!), of the vertical field vector which is in-phase with 
H y and 3) the amplitude of the component, HrfQ), of the vertical field vector which is 90' out-of- 
pnase with Hy. i.
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The VLF-3 is used to measure the in-phase. Etfl) and quadrature ErfQ) components of the horizon 
tal electric field vector, Ex, in the line joining the operator and the transmitter antenna, phase 
related to the horizontal magnetic vector Hy. These components are not recorded but are used in 
the calculations of resistivity and phase made by the VLF-3.
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VLF-3 Vlf Magnetic fiekJ Sensor

An electronic level sensor on the axis of the horizontal vector receiver coil provides automatic tilt 
compensation. The error in the vertical in-phase component is less than 1 Vo for tilts up to 25'.



C'LF Transmitter 
Stations Case History

Frequency Power
Station (kHz) (kw)

FUO, Bordeaux, France 15.1 500 l80

CBR. Rugby, England 16.0 750
0 160

JXZ, Helgoland, Norway 16.4 350 jjl \

FVB, Sainte Assise, France 16.8 250 Me- 140 
&Z

UMS, Moscow, USSR 17.1 1000 *1i*
,NDT, Yosami, Japan 17.4 50

' NAA, Cutler, Maine 24.0 1000. - 100
NLK. Seattle, Washington 24.8 125

^ i -:.- jf

:. NSS, Annapolis, Maryland 21.4 400

NWC. Northwest Cape 22.3 1000

NRM, Lualualei, Hawaii 23.4 600

NAD, Aguada, Puerto Rico 28.5 100

\ .e: VLF stations frequently change ropoo
power and sometimes stop transmit 
ting without notice. They also may * 
change frequency. For example, Cutler, |
Maine announced a frequency change -
to 24.0 kHz from 17.8 kHz in 1984. The t l000
continuous tuning of the VLF-3, over f x*
the range of 15.0 to 29.0 kHz, permits z
the selection of any frequency, without *
any need to change crystals or circuit KO
boards.
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Test results. The above profiles show data measured by the VLF-3 over the Cavendish Township 
Geophysical Test Range in Ontario. Canada using the Cutler. Maine. U.S.A. station transmitting at 
17.8 kHz. The five parameters output by the VLF-3 as plotted from top to bottom are: 1) Horizontal 
Field, 2) Vertical Quadrature, 3) Vertical In-Phase, 4) Apparent Resistivity and 5) Phase Angle. The 
known conducting zones show up clearly on all profiles.
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SCINTREX VI.5 
VLF #1 22.KHz 
Line: l,

VLF M-Field RI. 4

Gr id: Job: 71028.
Ser Ho: 3204. 
Date: S5/05/09 Operator: 70707.
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VLF-magnetic field listing. Next to each station number, the three VLF-magnetic field parameters, vertical in-phase, vertical Quadrature and horizon 
tal field amplitude, are listed along with the time of measurement (INFO A). Line number and other information are given in the header. II the informa 
tion headers (INFO B through INFO H) are used to record ancillary data, then these data will appear under 'Information'.
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VLF-magnetlc field plot. Printed on a digital printer directly from the VLF-3. this plot shows how the vertical quadrature and vertical in-phase . 
amplitudes vary with position. Any two parameters, including the information headers, can be plotted simultaneously. Only the X and O sy/nbo/s are 
plotted, the profiles are then drawn in by hand.



Technical Description 
Of th^LF-3

Electromagnetic 
System

Frequency Tuning
Automatic digital tuning. Can be tuned
to any frequency in the range 15.0 to
29.0 Hz with a bandwidth of 150 Hz. Up
to three frequencies can be chosen by
keyboard entry for sequential
measurements.

Field Strength Range
Fields as low as 100 nA/m can be 
received. Maximum received field is 2 
mA/metre. These values are specified 
for 20 kHz. For any other frequency, 
normalize the above limits with station 
frequency in kHz/20.

Signal Filtering
Narrow bandpass, low pass and sharp 
cut-off high pass filters.

Measuring Time
0.5 seconds sample interval. As many 
as 2 1 ^ samples can be stacked to im 
prove measurement accuracy.

'•Magnetic Field Components 
Measured
1) Horizontal amplitude, 2) vertical in- 
phase component, and 3) vertical 
quadrature components. Vertical com 
ponents are displayed as a percentage 
of horizontal component and are 
related in phase to the horizontal com 
ponent. Their range is ± 120Vo; reading 
resolution 1Vo.

VLF-Magnetic Field Sensor
Two air-cored coils in a backpack 
mounted housing with an electronic 
level for automatic tilt compensation. 
The error in the vertical in-phase com 
ponent is less than 1Vo for tilts up 
to 25".

VLF-Electric Field Dipole 
Two capacitive electrodes wjth integral 
preamplifiers and 5 m of cable. Probe 
input impedance exceeds 100 
megaohms and capacitance is less 
than 1 picofarad.

VLF-Electric Field Components 
Measured
In-phase and quadrature components 
( e horizontal electric field phase 
risked to the horizontal VLF-magnetic 
field. These components are not 
recorded but are used in the calcula 
tions of resistivity and phase. The 
reading resolution is 1 ohm.

Apparent Resistivity Calculation

P = apparent resistivity in ohm- 
meters

EX = horizontal electric amplitude, 
calculated. 
Ex = (Ex(l)2 + Ex(Q)2) 1 /2

Hy = horizontal magnetic amplitude, 
measured

f z VLF station frequency in Hertz
I^Q = permeability of the ground in 

Henries/meter, a constant

The resistivity calculation has a range 
of 1 to 100,000 ohm-meters with a 
resolution of 1 ohm-meter.

Phase Angle Calculation
The phase angle e Is expressed as: 

E* (Q)
6 z arc tan 

where:
EX (D

EX(Q) = horizontal quadrature VLF 
electric field, measured

Ex(|) s horizontal in-phase VLF elec 
tric field, measured

The phase angle calculation has a 
range of -180" to * 180 0 with a resolu 
tion of 1 0 . By definition the angle is 
positive when the E field leads the H 
field.

Digital Display
32 character, 2 line LCD display

Keyboard Input
14 keys for entering all commands, 
coordinates, header and ancillary infor 
mation.

Languages
English plus French is standard.

Standard Memory 
The internal 16K RAM solid-state 
memory records up to 1100 VLF- 
magnetic or 600 combined VLF- 
magnetic and VLF-electric 
measurements.

Clock
Real time clock with day, month, year, 
hour, minute and second. One second 
resolution, ± 1 second stability over 12 
hours. Needs keyboard initialization on 
ly after battery replacement.

Digital Data Output 
RS-232C serial interface for digital 
printer, modem, microcomputer or 
cassette tape recorder. Data outputs in 
7 or 8 bit ASCII, one start, two stop 
bits, no parity format. Baud rate is 
keyboard selectable at 110,300,600 
and 1200 baud. Carriage return delay is 
keyboard selectable In increments of 
one from O to 999. Handshaking is 
done through X-on/X-off protocol.

Dimensions
Console: 240 x 90 x 240 mm 
VLF-Magnetic Sensor. 110 mm 
diameter, length 120 mm

Weights
Console with Non-Rechargeable
Battery Pack; 3.5 kg.
Console with Rechargeable Battery
Pack; 4.0 kg.
VLF-magnetic Sensor with harness;
1.5kg
VLF-electric Sensor, total weight of
capacitive electrodes plus cables Is
0.9 kg.

Operating Temperature Range
•400C to * 500 provided optional 
Display Heater is used below -200 C.

Power Requirements 
Can be powered by external 12 V DC or 
one of the Battery Pack Options listed 
below. The current consumption is 
0.2 A.
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Optional and Accessory Items

Non-Rechargeable Battery Pack Option
10 disposable alkaline C cell for in 
stallation inside VLF-3 console provide 
6000 readings at 25 0 C assuming each 
measurement requires the typical time 
of about 15 seconds.

Rechargeable Battery Pack 
and Charger Option
Six rechargeable lead-acid batteries in 
holder for installation in VLF-3 console 
provide 3400 readings at 250 C, assum 
ing each measurement requires 15 
seconds. Suggested for cold weather 
operation.

The charger runs from 115 or 230 V AC, 
50 or 60 Hz and draws 20VA. It is 
overload protected; 140 x 95 x 65 mm; 
1.0kg.

Low Temperature Battery Extender Kit
Comprises a cover for the bottom of 
the instrument console, a battery pack 
cover, a waist belt and a battery cable. 
Slots on the battery pack cover permit 
belt mounting next to the operator's 
body for warmth.

Optional RS-232 Cable and Adaptor
Used for communicating between 
VLF-3 and peripheral devices such as a 
digital printer, microcomputer, cassette 
recorder or modern.

Optional Memory Expansion 
Increases the memory lour times, to a 
maximum of 64K RAM in 8K RAM in 
crements. Each 16K RAM increments 
holds as many readings as the Stan 
dard Memory.

Electric Field Sensor Option
This option, consisting of two 
capacitive electrodes with integral 
preamplifiers and an interconnecting 
cable permits VLF resistivity 
measurements to be made. Five metres 
is the standard cable length, however, 
longer lengths are available on request.

Primary Field Drift Correction Option
This option consists of a special pro 
gram EPROM which permits the VLF-3 
to operate in a cycling mode, measur 
ing and storing data from up to three 
transmitters. It also permits com 
munication between a portable and a 
base station VLF-3 for the purpose of 
correcting the horizontal VLF-magnetic 
field vector for changes in primary field 
strength.

Display Heater
Required for cold weather operation. 
Powered by main batteries, ther 
mostatically controlled to turn off 
above -200 C.

Peripheral Devices
Scintrex is prepared to recommend or 
supply digital printers, modems, 
cassette tape recorders and microcom 
puters with software.

Language Options
In addition to English, a second 
language using Latin characters can 
replace English

Carrying Case
Scintrex carrying case CC-4 will carry 
console, sensor, battery pack, RS-232 
cable with adapter and manual.

Applications Software
Scintrex supplies fully documented 
software written for the IBM PC com 
puter and certain other microcom 
puters which use the MS-DOS 
operating system. This software is 
designed to permit: 1) archiving of data, 
2) calculation of parameters such as 
VLF ellipticity, dip angle, total field and 
Fraser filters and 3} profile and contour 
outputs on digital printers.

SCINTREX 222 Snidercroft Road 
Concord Ontario Canada 
L4K1B5

Telephone: (416) 669-2260 
Cable: Qeoscint Toronto 
Telex: 06-964570

Geophysical and Geochemical 
Instrumentation and Services





C
fht important and 

fstinctive features:

1. The design of the 0.1 nT 3. 
resolution MP-3 is such that the 
same console is useful for total 
field and/or magnetic gradient 
measurements in portable, base 
station or mobile survey ap 
plications.

2. With the full memory expansion 
option, 54 hours of 2 second 4. 
interval base station or mobile 
readings can be internally 
stored. Equally impressive 
memory capacity is available for 
portable readings. This allows 
compeer compatible recording 5. 
wither an external tape 
recorcf1-:'.

The 32 character digital display
communicates with the operator 
in clear language ensuring sim 
ple, error-free operation. Data 
quality is improved by allowing 
the operator to compare the 
simultaneously displayed pre 
sent and previous data.

For accuracy and ease in data 
processing, the actual position 
coordinates are recorded either 
by automated incrementation or 
by operator entry.

Data listings and profiles are 
made in minutes simply by con 
necting the MP-3 to a printer. 
Alternatively, data can be 
transferred to a wide range of 
commonly available analog 
recorders, tape recorders, 
modems or microcomputers for 
complete flexibility in data 
handling.

6. External data such as from 
other geophysical instruments 
or concerning geology, 
topography, etc. can be entered 
with the magnetometer data, 
stored and output as lists or 
profiles.

7. The rapid 2 second repetition 
rate and accurate clock in the 
MP-3 permit precise diurnal 
corrections to be made.

8. The IGS-2/MP-4 model permits 
the addition of VLF and elec 
tromagnetic sensors for money- 
saving combined surveys.

[

Diurnal corrections are simply made by connecting a portable MP-3 to another MP-3 which has been used as a base station.
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The MP-3 is a magnetometer system 
which is so flexible that you can use it 
as a portable, mobile or base station 
magnetometer. It can measure both 
total field and magnetic gradients. For 
different applications the sensor con 
figuration may vary, but the same con 
sole is used.

The expandable memory means that 
the MP-3 can internally store several 
days' data for almost any application. 
In-field data processing is done simply 
by connecting the MP-3 to a printer, 
tape recorder, modern or microcom 
puter. Diurnal corrections are made by 
joining a portable MP-3 to an identical 
base station unit without need for an 
intelligent intermediary such as a 
microcomputer.

The MP-3 has been designed mainly for 
use in mineral and groundwater ex 
ploration or geological mapping, 
however, it can be equally useful in ar- 
cheological searches or marine salvage 
operations.

MP-3 compared to IGS-2/MP-4

A capability identical to that of the 
MP-3 is available by selecting in 
strumentation from the Sclntrex IQS In 
tegrated Portable Geophysical System 
family. Specifically, the IGS-2 System 
Control Console and the MP-4 Proton 
Magnetometer Sensor Option together 
perform the same functions as the 
MP-3. Thus, the present brochure 
serves to Inform about the IGS-2/MP-4 
combination, as well as about the 
MP-3.

The difference between the MP-3 and 
IGS-2/MP-4 is that the IGS-2 can be us 
ed with any combination or all of: MP-4 
Proton Magnetometer Sensor Option, 
VLF-4 VLF Electromagnetic Sensor Op 
tion and EM-4 Genie/Horizontal Loop 
Electromagnetic Sensor Option. Such 
combinations reduce your investment 
in instrumentation and permit a single 
operator to carry out combined 
measurements, greatly reducing survey 
costs.

The MP-3 is a dedicated magnetometer 
and, since it Is less expensive than 
IGS-2/MP-4, it should be selected when 
it is considered that only the magnetic 
method is to be used. If, however, at a 
later date, it is considered desirable to 
upgrade an MP-3 to the level of an IGS- 
2/MP-4, this can be done, at extra cost, 
by returning the MP-3 to the Scintrex 
plant.

1 Total field measurement using staff and pouch 
on belt. The staff may also be extended and 
planted on the ground.

T

n rne (GS-2 System Control Console used in the /GS-2/MP-4 combination is similar to the MP-3 con 
sole except that two plugs are provided to permit additional sensors to be added



Benefits

Better Magnetic Data
With a resolution of 0.1 nT (gamma), 
the MP-3 offers state-of-the-art sen 
sitivity to permit you to detect minute 
changes in the magnetic field. The 
automatic tuning feature maintains this 
resolution over the wide field strength 
range of the instrument. As the mag 
netic field strength varies, the MP-3 is 
set automatically and precisely.

You will avoid field transcription errors 
because you won't need a notebook. 
When you file magnetic readings in the 
fail-safe internal solid-state memory, 
time and exact position coordinates 
are also automatically recorded. If the 
main batteries fail, then a miniature 
nickel cadmium battery pack will 
preserve the memory safely for several 
days.

You can observe previous measure 
ments while you are taking a reading. 
The two line, 32 character LCD display 
shows the present measurement in the 
upper line and the measurement from 
the previous station in the lower. With 
a few keystrokes you can view the data 
recorded at any station. This flexibility 
allows you to maintain data quality by 
following the trend of the data.

Using the repetition rates as low as 
each 2 seconds, you can accurately 
and automatically measure and correct 
for diurnal variations in the earth's 
magnetic field. Precise time syn 
chronization between the moving and 
base station consoles ensures ac 
curacy since, when measurements are 
recorded in memory, time is included 
accurate to one second. Calculation er 
rors are eliminated because the correc 
tion is done automatically by resident 
microprocessors once the field and 
base station units are interconnected 
and a few commands are entered by 
keyboard. Next, the data can be 
displayed numerically or graphically on 
a printer.

Get more magnetic information by 
measuring the gradient field. Vertical 
gradient measurements can often in 
dicate geological contacts or near sur 
face magnetic sources better than total 
field measurements. They are relatively 
free from diurnal noise and automati 
cally remove regional gradients. Com 
pared with using a computer to 
calculate the gradient from sparse total 
field data, the actual measurement is 
more accurate.

The MP-3 can be interfaced to computers such as the Apple Ile, IBM PC, Apple III, Osborne, Cor 
ona, Compaq, HP-85 and others for archiving of data or further processing.

Simplified Operation
The microprocessor based MP-3 makes 
magnetic measurements much easier 
because of automation. For example, 
the switch adjustment required from 
time to time In manually tuned 
magnetometers is now done by soft 
ware which instructs the MP-3 to con 
tinually tune as the field strength 
varies. The instrument retains the in 
struction until it is changed, even if the 
power is turned off. You can easily 
maintain high accuracy by using this 
capability.

The 14 push-button keyboard com 
prises only numbers and easily 
understood commands. For instance, 
in ground surveying you only have to 
press one key to take a measurement, 
one to store the reading and another to 
advance the automatically displayed 
station number for the next reading. In 
fact, you can even operate in an auto 
matic station incrementation mode re 
quiring only two keys to be pushed.

You won't need to carry a list of codes 
because the MP-3 display replies with 
simple words. The 32 character display 
asks questions such as, 'Gradiometer1 , 
to which you reply either 'Select' or 
'Disable' by keystroke, depending on 
whether or not you wish to measure 
the gradient field. Such simple human 
interfacing means that an operator 
quickly learns to use the MP-3.

Any operator can make diurnal correc 
tions and output data listings or pro 
files simply by making a few cable con 
nections. It is not necessary to learn to 
use a microcomputer to carry out such 
tasks. Simplify your field operation 
with this self-contained system.

All of this capability is contained in a 
single compact, rugged, yet light 
weight, 4 kg console. Worn on the 
chest during field portable surveys, the 
MP-3 console is easy and comfortable 
to carry. The field portable, orientation 
insensitive sensor is also lightweight 
and, in addition to the standard staff 
mounted configuration, it can be 
mounted on a backpack harness leav 
ing the hands free. In a few minutes 
the single total field sensor and staff 
can be converted to gradient configura 
tion by the addition of a staff extender 
and a second Identical sensor.

r 
f
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Benefits

Many Applications
The MP-3 is a flexible, multipurpose 
magnetometer system. It can be used 
under worldwide climatic conditions 
and in magnetic field strengths from 
the equator to the poles. It is equally 
useful as a field portable or base sta 
tion magnetometer. As a mobile 
magnetometer it is ideal for applica 
tions where the sampling interval need 
not be faster than 2 seconds. Such ap 
plications would include vehicleborne, 
marine and certain airborne surveys

Expand the memory size to suit your 
application. If you plan to use the MP-3 
for mobile surveys or as a base station, 
you can add enough memory to store 
54 hours of data, with measurements 
every two seconds.

,The automatic memory is so versatile 
'iat, having taken a magnetic reading, 

/ou can also record ancillary informa 
tion such as weather, terrain or other 
geophysical data.

Depending on your requirement, you 
can power the MP-3 in the most prac 
tical way. Rechargeable batteries or 
disposable C cells can be used for por 
table surveys, while external batteries 
may be best for mobile surveys or base 
station operation.

MP-3
Proton Magnetometer

Save time, confusion and error during 
portable surveys when the MP-3 tells 
you: 1) which station you came from, 
2) where you are, and 3) where it ex 
pects you to move to next. To use this 
feature, you initialize the console 
before you survey by entering the 
nominal station spacing. The MP-3 will 
then increment or decrement station 
numbers by this amount when you 
depress the appropriate key. If you

want to take a reading at a position 
other than the normally incremented 
one, you can manually enter the coor 
dinates.

In virtually the same time on survey, 
the MP-3 will permit you to measure 
both the total field and the vertical 
magnetic gradient. Thus, for the same 
cost you get more diagnostic informa 
tion.

Save Time
With the MP-3 you can save time dur 
ing both the field measurement and 
data reduction phases of a survey. The 
measurement time of the MP-3 from 
the press of the start key to the display 
of the total field reading is only 2 
seconds. Then you can be moving in 
stead of writing because the automatic 
memory saves the data, free of any 
transcription error.

Instead of hours, you spend only 
( linutes to watch the MP-3 correct, list 
Vand plot data. You will find that not on 

ly will your field plotting always be up 
to date, but your operator will really en 
joy data reduction and plotting, once 
considered laborious and unwanted 
tasks. The geophysicist can spend 
time interpreting data rather than 
calculating it.- The MP-3 set UP as a base station
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Multipurpose system. 
The MP-3 console functions as a por 
table, mobile or base station 
magnetometer and measures both the 
total field and magnetic gradient. To 
change applications, only the sensor 
needs to be altered.

Base station and mobile applications.
For these applications, data can be 
stored in the internal, solid-state 
memory of the MP-3, eliminating the 
need for an external digital tape 
recorder at the installation but still en 
suring computer compatible data.

This eliminates any down time which 
could be caused by such a recorder as 
well as greatly reducing the weight, 
complexity and power consumption of 
the instrumentation.

For airborne applications special Scin- 
trex sensors may be required for in 
stallation in 'stingers' or towed airfoils. 
Similar sensors are available for moun 
ting on a boom attached to a vehicle or 
In a 'fish' for marine applications.

Gradiometer capability.
To permit gradient measurements to be 
made, a staff extender and a second, 
identical sensor are added. In the nor 
mal portable configuration the staff is 
carried vertically, so that the vertical 
gradient is measured. The total field 
value measured by the lower sensor is 
also recorded.

Two 0.5 m staff extenders are supplied 
so that, without purchasing a second 
gradiometer staff, you can choose to 
survey with either 0.5 or 1.0 m sensor 
separations. The shorter separation 
makes the staff easier to carry and is 
sufficiently sensitive for many applica 
tions. In areas of very low gradient, the 
1.0 m separation can be used. After the 
proper sensor separation is chosen, 
the MP-3 displays, records and outputs 
the data in nT/m.

High resolution.
The resolution of the MP-3 is 0.1 nT, 
about ten times higher than commonly 
used portable magnetometers. This 
feature means that the accuracy of 
ground magnetic surveys is not limited 
by instrumental restrictions, but rather 
by geological noise. It also means that 
the instrument has sufficient resolu 
tion for many aerial survey applica-

The vertical gradient measurement Is made by adding a staff extender and a second sensor iden 
tical to the total field sensor.
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(ions. The high resolution is achieved 
by a precise period measurement, 
rather than a frequency multiplication 
technique.

High gradient tolerance. 
All proton magnetometers are limited 
by steep magnetic gradients. The MP-3 
specification of ± 5000 gammas per 
metre for total field measurements 
means that data can be gathered even 
in the highest gradients which may be 
encountered in field surveying, such as 
over basic rocks or iron formation. This 
specification is held over the entire -40 
to *550 C and 20,000 to 100,000 nT 
operating ranges.

Automatic tuning, worldwide range. 
The 0.1 nT resolution and 1 to 2 nT ab 
solute accuracy of the MP-3 are sup 
ported by the automatic tuning. A 
traverse could be made from the 
equator to a magnetic pole withou* 
manual tuning.

When in the automatic tuning mode, 
the MP-3 tunes itself to the previously 
measured value. If the difference bet 
ween two successive values exceeds 
1500 nT, a reading cannot be made to 
0.1 nT but an approximate value will be 
displayed. Then, all that is required is 
to read again to achieve a reading to 
0.1 nT. Thus, when differences in 
values of more than 1500 nT occur bet 
ween stations, accurate readings can 
still be easily made, although an extra 
step is required.

Manual tuning (or base stations. 
Manual tuning can also be selected. 
This is useful in base station applica 
tions to avoid any mistuning due to 
noise spikes.

Automatic diurnal correction. 
To correct the spatial data for temporal 
variations of the magnetic field during 
the survey, a moving MP-3 console is 
brought to a stationary (base station) 
MP-3 and they are connected with a 
cable. A few commands are entered via 
he keyboards and the two magneto 
meters begin to communicate. The 
moving MP-3 accepts data from the 
stationary unit and, cross-filing by 
time, makes the diurnal corrections. 
This takes a few minutes for an entire 
day's data. Then, the moving MP-3 is 
prepared to output diurnatty corrected 
data onto a printer, strip chart recorder

or other peripheral device. In case it is 
desirable to save the uncorrected raw 
data, these can be output from the 
moving MP-3 before it is connected to 
the base station unit

As a base station magnetometer the 
MP-3 can read as fast as each 2.0 
seconds and its clock is accurate to 1 
second, ensuring accurate diurnal cor 
rections

With its sensor to*od in this 'fish', the MP-3 
can be used for marine geophysical or salvage 
applications.

in base station or mobile survey applications the MP-3 can output directly to an analog recorder.

"f o.

A small portion of an isomagnetic contour map made from data taken by an MP-3 Magnetometer 
carried in a helicopter with the sensor to a towed bird on a 15m cable The contour interval is 
20 nT.
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Choice of sensors. While the MP-3 Pro 
ton Magnetometer and VLF-3 VLF Elec 
tromagnetic Receiver are dedicated to 
magnetic and VLF EM measurements 
respectively, the IGS-2 can be used for 
any or all of magnetic, VLF EM and 
electromagnetic methods. This flexibili 
ty allows the instrument to be con 
figured for most efficient use and 
keeps your investment in instrumenta 
tion low, compared to purchasing a 
variety of dedicated instruments.

Intelligent microprocessor. Due to their 
software controlled, microprocessor- 
based design these instruments can 
fulfill a wide variety of tasks in ground 
geophysical surveying. In addition to 
controlling measurement and storage 
of data, the microprocessor's in 
telligence is used to process it. For ex 
ample, from measured VLF EM para 
meters, the IGS-2 can calculate 
resistivity and phase angle then output 
these values as listings or profiles, 
direct to a digital printer.

Simple keypad operation. The 14 keys 
permit numbers or commands to be 
entered. With few keystrokes, 
numerous operations are performed on 
this weather and dirtproof keypad. For 
example, in routine surveys as few as 
two keys have to be pressed to incre 
ment the station coordinates, measure 
and file data in memory.

Every keystroke engenders an "echo" 
from the display for simple, unam 
biguous operation. To maintain a 
positive tactile fee! when keys are 
depressed, a flexible diaphragm covers 
the keyboard. If this wears out, it can 
be easily replaced by removing a few 
screws.

32 character LCD display. Messages 
and data are spelled out unambiguous 
ly in two lines of 16 characters each, 
on a display which is highly visible in 
either bright sunlight or in dim condi 
tions. In some applications, such as 
VLF, the display is also used in a 
pseudo-analog fashion to facilitate 
operation.

Displays present and previous data. 
After a measurement, the newly ac 
quired data value is shown in the upper 
line of the display while the value for 
the previous station is shown in the 
bottom line. This allows the operator to

compare values, an important con 
sideration in maintaining data quality. 
For example, if the difference between 
the readings is great, he can decide to 
verify the new measurement and/or to 
return to an intermediate station for a 
fill-in value.

Alarm messages ensure data quality. 
Messages shown on the LCD display 
warn of improper measurement condi 
tions. The actual warnings depend 
upon the sensors used.

Speaks your language. These in 
struments 'speak' a number of 
languages, provided they use Latin 
characters. Unless another language is 
specified, they are delivered with the 
capability of displaying messages in 
either English or French, at the choice 
of the operator. If another language is 
required, this can be easily supplied, in 
conjunction with English.

Messages can be displayed In English plus 
French or any other language using Latin 
characters.

Computer compatible data recording.
Header information, observed values, 
station number, line number and time 
for each observation are all recorded. 
The standard, internal 16K RAM solid- 
state memory is large enough for 
storage of a full day of data In most ap 
plications.

Memory expansion. To store more data 
on existing circuit boards, the memory 
can be expanded in 8K RAM in 

crements to a maximum of 48K RAM. A 
further expansion, requiring an addi 
tional circuit board, can be made to 
raise the total memory capacity to 
144K RAM. In some special configura 
tions the memory can be additionally 
expanded to a total of 192K RAM.

Fall-safe memory. The percentage of 
free memory can be displayed at any 
time, after two keystrokes. The memory 
can only be erased by a series of 
keystrokes which would be virtually im 
possible to duplicate accidentally. If 
the battery pack becomes discharged 
or is removed, there is no loss of data 
in memory since a set of built-in 
miniature batteries, charged from the 
main batteries, keep the memory intact 
for days. Additionally, the instruments 
have been environmentally tested to be 
sure that the memory storage will be 
safe under all vibration, temperature 
and humidity conditions.

Records actual coordinates. Time and 
station numbers can be displayed and 
recorded as numbers of up to 5 digits 
with a decimal point at any location. 
Exact coordinates down to a fraction of 
a meter or a foot can therefore be 
recorded.

By pushing a few keys, the IGS-2, MP-3 
or VLF-3 can be initialized with the 
nominal line and station intervals to be 
used on the survey. Then, by pushing 
the proper keys, the line and/or station 
numbers can be either incremented or 
decremented by the initialized inter 
vals. If a reading is to be taken at a dif 
ferent station interval and/or off one of 
the nominal profiles, then the actual 
coordinates of the observation point 
are easily entered. Line and station 
coordinates are automatically recorded 
each time an observation is filed, for 
accuracy and ease in data processing.

Choice of grid system. Both line and 
station coordinates can be recorded 
either as compass directions (N, S, E, 
or W) or as Cartesian coordinates using 
positive and negative signs.

Records time. When each measured 
value is filed in memory, the time is 
recorded so that, for example, diurnal 
magnetic corrections can be made by 
comparing data from portable and base 
station magnetometers. The built-in 
clock shows day, month and year as
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well as hour, minute and second. It is 
accurate to one second over 12 hours 
over the full operating range of the in 
strument. It is easily reset, if required. 
Time can be shown on the display, 
after two keystrokes.

Records header information. At the 
beginning of a survey, or of a day of 
surveying, header information such as: 
1) instrument serial number, 2) grid 
number, 3) job number, 4) date and 
5) operator code can be entered. When 
data are output, this header informa 
tion is repeated at the beginning of the 
data list or profile for each line, to en 
sure that all data are properly and 
unambiguously labelled.

Accepts ancillary data. In addition to 
automatically recorded geophysical 
parameters such as magnetometer and 
VLF values, a great deal of ancillary 
data can be manually entered. Such 
data is entered in up to eight blocks of 
up to five digit, signed decimal 
numbers.

Recalls data. By keystroke entry, any 
recorded value can be called up on the 
display. For example, over an anomaly 
it might be useful to compare values 
recorded on an adjacent line. To do 
this, the operator enters the adjacent 
line and station numbers and 
depresses a memory key. Instantly, the 
recalled value appears on the lower line 
of the display. Once one value is recall 
ed, he can move up or down the line 
recalling data, station by station, with a 
single keystroke per station.

Permits revision of data. It is not 
necessary to record every measured 
value. Several readings can be taken 
before one is selected for recording. 
Alternatively, more than one value can 
be recorded with identical coordinates 
at different times.

To change information already in the 
memory, the Edit Mode can be used to 
change line and station numbers or 
header data. If it is desired to repeat a 
measurement, a new reading can be 
recorded and the old one deleted.

Outputs to many peripheral devices. 
The RS-232C port plus keypad selec 
table baud rates and carriage return 
delays, permit data tp be output to 
many commonry available devices. A

digital printer can be used to print data 
as listings or as profile plots. A modern 
can be used to transmit data to head 
office via a telephone line or a 
magnetic tape recorder can store data 
for future computer processing.

Data can be output directly into por 
table microcomputers so that data ar 
chiving on floppy disk or additional 
processing can be done in the field. 
Some microcomputers with which the 
IGS-2, MP-3 and VLF-3 have been inter 
faced include Apple Ile, Apple III, 
Osborne, IBM PC, HP-85, Corona and 
Compaq. Several data dumps can be 
made sequentially from the memory.

Simple, automatic field plots. To plot 
data in the field you do not need a 
computer. A printer is all that is re 
quired to output header information as 
well as data listings or profile plots. 
This immediate, error-free output 
enhances in-field quality control and 
saves time and effort, compared to 
manual data compilation.

Organizes data. When data are output, 
whether as listings or profiles, they are 
first sorted by grid number, then in 
order of increasing line number and, 
within each line, by increasing station 
number. In this way the data are pro 
perly organized, regardless of the se 
quence in which they were taken, for 
easy comparison. For example, printer 
output profiles can be easily 'stacked' 
by placing them side by side

Four power supply options. For base 
station applications, an IGS-2, MP-3 or 
VLF-3 can be powered from a 12 V DC 
external source such as a vehicle bat 
tery or from a specially designed Heavy 
Duty Rechargeable Battery Pack with 
built-in charger. For portable applica 
tions, the Non-rechargeable Battery 
Pack includes a battery holder and 10 
disposable C cell batteries. The 
Rechargeable Battery Pack is entirely 
non-magnetic and so is recommended 
for most magnetometer applications as 
well as for work at low temperatures.

When data are output to a cassette recorder, 
they are stored in a computer compatible 
medium lor future processing.

When pseudo-analog profiles are out 
put onto a printer, any two parameters 
can be selected for simultaneous plot 
printing. One of several full scale sen 
sitivities can be selected for each pro 
file. The scales can be either zero 
centered or have their zero at the left- 
hand side of the space allotted to the 
profile. In the profile displays, the ac 
tual station numbers and data values 
are also printed numerically.

In some cases, these digital printer 
outputs may be sufficient for presenta 
tion in reports, eliminating the expense 
of further data processing or drafting.

Fail-safe power supply. The battery 
voltage can be checked anytime to be 
sure that there is enough power left. 
When the batteries are almost ex 
hausted, a warning indicator will ap 
pear on the display during a measure 
ment. If the batteries are not replaced 
or recharged, then the instrument will 
eventually stop measuring in order to 
eliminate the chance of corrupted data 
being measured and recorded.

Wide operating temperature range. All 
specifications are met over the range 
•400 C to * 500C. For use below -200 C 
the Display Heater Option, Recharge 
able Battery Pack and Low 
Temperature Battery Extender Kit 
should be used.



How to Take a 
Riding with 

Qthe MP-3
Data Listings 
and Plots

The following examples of MP-3 
displays show just how simple and 
automatic the operation of the instru 
ment really is.

The three main keying operations re 
quired in the measurement procedure 
are demonstrated in the following three 
graphical representations of the MP-3 
LCD display which are reduced to 
about 50 percent of actual size.

IHG

Two seconds after pressing the Start 
key, the above display appears. The up 
per value is the present total field 
reading in nt while the lower is the 
value taken at the previous station. If 
the new value is acceptable, press the 
Record key.

r 1 S TRT IOH
i i :-. : : ..: i... 
i"') l 'i '...i i....

The above display then instantly ap 
pears, informing you of the present sta 
tion number. To increment or decre 
ment to the next station number press 
the T or A key respectively and the 
following display results showing the 
new station number on the top line.

Following are examples of listings and 
plots which can be output from the 
MP-3 onto a printer, without the use of 
a microcomputer.

SCINTREl VI 
Bit* Fitld 
Lin*:

Station:

.5
57400. 
ON Grid

O.E

Kignitoatttr RI . 5 
Cycli Tin 1

: 1. Job:
fie S*r
1. Dal*

No 104HO 
(5/05/10 Optri t or . l

Inlorn t ion

TIB* Hit Fid
04:17:04 57(07. l
04:17:14 57571.
04:17:44 57577.
04:10:04 57571.
04:JO:24 57577.
04:90:44 57577.
04:11:04 57577.
04:11:14 57577.
04:11:4( 57577.
04:11:04 57577.
04 :J2:24 57577.
04:11:44 57577.

Chingu Bitwttn Rtidingi

0.7 
0.0
-.7
-.7
-.J
-.1 
0.0..l
O.I
-.7
-.J
0.4

o
o. -i.

tt
O

O

o
o 
o

*4 
O 
O 
O

.5
-l 
O 
l

.4
-7 l 
O

*7
-.4
-.J
-.J 
0.5 
O.I 
0.4 

-l ..O
-.5
-.J 
0.) 
0.0 
0.)

Base station magnetometer listing. A lter the header information for the profile, every tenth 
magnetic reading and its time of recording are printed in lull. The next nine readings are listed as 
differences from the proceeding full value. This is done to reduce the amount of paper reQuired for 
a dump and to permit a simpler scan of the data to determine the magnitude of diurnal changes 
When a profile plot of base station data is done, however, the printer shows all six digits of the 
value plus one or two profiles

3CINTREI VI 5 MionttoiUi RI 
Bid fiiid 5(4)0 '.VncctMctid 
Line D. N Grid: i Job:

Station 
(.E

10. t

10. E
10. E 
40. E 
50 .E

Mlf Fid 
5(417.1*

5(441 1'

5(445.0* 
51444 5* 
5(451.0*
5(4(0.1*

Chant*

i.O

1.7 
1.5 
(.5
(.1

11

i:
ttn 
11 n

TlBI
:04:

:04:

:05: 
:05: 
:05: 
:04:

4t 

i(

04 
11 
45
10

A: 
E: 
A:
E:

5
Dtti

1 .

11111 . B 
12. F 
0. 1
0. F

Sir No
DiU:

Infer* 
1111
777?

0 
0

20(120. 
(5/Oi/ 10 Open tor 1

allen 
. C: 
. C: 
. C: 
. C:

444.
0. 
0. 
0.

D: 
H. 
D: 
H:

00. 
(K.

0. 
0.

Portable magnetometer data listing. A fter the header information, printed adjacent to each sta 

C T fi T T |"i j-. ! -! -'"' "-T i'"i i~i ing the MP-3 to record ancillary data, this will print under "Information". ,...' ! i"'S ! .i. '...' 1 " .:. .:... -... ! *;..' ' '...'
CHHHGE 12200 - ............. ........... ..... ...........

SCINTREl VI S CridJOBtUr RI. 5
lil* fiild 5(410   UnceriteUd Dili Sir No 204120

Proceed to the new station and push l i "* : O.E Grid: i. Job: i. DM*.: IS/OSMO Op.ntor: i.
the Start key once again. i total ruid (GIBBI*) o io 40 ("o (o Ice

t G radlint (Citaii/B) -1 -4 - 0 * 4 1
Station MioFM f. **H - - * - - - : .:..,-:....:....

1010. N 5(417.
1010. N 51441.
1010. N 5(445.
1040. N 5(444.
1050. N 5(451.
1040. N 51440.
1070. N 5(441.
10(0. N 5(470.
1070. N 51471
1010. N 5(4(1.
1110. N 5(4(1.
1110. N 514(0.
1110. N 5(441.
1140. N 5(451.
1150. N 54441
1140. N 5(44(.
1170. N 5(447.

x 11(0. N 5(441.
1170. N 5(417.

t

1

7
5

1 Q

* t
I
1

f
|

I

0
0

0
0

c
l

I 0
9

9
9
t

9

t
1

I

1

1
I

Corrected plot. This plot shows diurnally corrected total Held and gradiometer profiles. You can 
also view the plots of the raw base station, mobile or portable data, provided these are done 
before the base station correction is made.
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Total Field Operating Range
20,000 to 100,000 nT (1 nT z 1 gamma)

Gradient Tolerance 
±5000 nT/m

Total Field Absolute Accuracy
±1 nT at 50,000 nT
i2 nT over total field operating range

Resolution 
0.1 nT

Tuning
Fully solid-state. Manual or automatic
keyboard selectable.

Fastest Cycle Time
2 seconds. For portable readings this
is the time taken from the push of a
button to the display of the measured
value.

Continuous Cycle Times 
.eyboard selectable in 1 second in 

crements upwards from 2 seconds to 
999 seconds.

Operating Temperature Range 
•400C to + 500C provided optional 
Display Heater is used below -20 0 C.

Digital Display
32 character, 2 line LCD display

Keyboard Input
14 keys for entering all commands, 
coordinates, header and ancillary infor 
mation.

Languages
English plus French is standard.

Clock
Real time clock with day, month, year, 
hour, minute and second. Needs 
keyboard initialization only after bat 

tery replacement. One second resolu 
tion, ± 1 second stability over 12 hours.

Standard Memory
16K RAM internal solid-state memory 
in single reading mode records up to 
1175 total field and gradient observa 
tions, or 1350 total field measurements 
including coordinates, time and header 
information. In continuous cycle mode, 
records up to 8000 total field 
measurements including time and 
header information.

Digital Data Output 
RS-232C serial interface for digital 
printer, modern, microcomputer, 
cassette tape recorder, a second MP-3 
or an IGS-2/MP-4. Data outputs in 7 or 
8 bit ASCII, one start, two stop bits, no 
parity format. Baud rate is keyboard 
selectable at 110,300,600 and 1200 
baud. Carriage return delay is keyboard 
selectable in increments of one from O 
to 999. Handshaking is done through 
X-on/X-off protocol.

Analog Output
For a strip chart recorder. O to 999 mV 
full scale with keyboard selectable sen 
sitivities of 10,100 or 1000 nT full 
scale.

Trigger Output
Allows MP-3 to act as master for other
instrumentation.

Console Dimensions
240 x 90 x 240 mm includes mounted
battery pack.

Weight
2.4 kg excludes batteries.

Power Requirements
Can be powered by external 12 V DC or
one of the Battery Pack Options listed
below.

Sensor Options

In the following options the actual sen 
sors are Identical, however, mountings 
and cables vary.

Portable Total Field Sensor Option 
Includes sensor, staff, one short cable, 
one long cable and backpack sensor 
harness. Weight of sensor, cable and 
staff is 1.9 kg. Staff comprises four 0.5 
m sections of 25 mm diameter 
aluminum tubing.

Base Station Sensor Option 
Includes sensor, tripod, 50 m cable, ex 
ternal power cable and analog chart 
recorder cable. Weight of sensor, cable 
and tripod is 6.5 kg. Tripod is 530 mm 
collapsed, 1500 mm extended.

Gradiometer Sensor Option 
For use with the Portable Total Field 
Sensor Option. Includes second sen 
sor, cables and two 0.5 m staff ex 
tenders. Combined weight of Total 
Field and Gradiometer Sensor options 
with staff, 1 m extender and cables is 
3.5 kg.

Marine Sensor Option
Includes sensor installed in a fish with
cable up to 100 m in length.

Airborne Sensor Option 
Includes sensor installed in a 'bird' 
with a tow cable or in a 'stinger' 
mounted on the aircraft.

Battery Pack Options

Non-rechargeable Battery Pack 
Includes battery holder and 10 
disposable 'C' cell batteries for in 
stallation on console. Nominal capacity 
is 4.0 Ampere hours. Used in low sen 
sitivity total field magnetometry in

With the use of a modem the MP-3 can sera its 
data across telephone lines.

The MP-3 outputs directly to a digital printer.
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temperatures above 0"C. Weight is 0.9 
kg. At 250 C gives 10,000 total field or 
5000 total field gradient readings.

Rechargeable Battery Pack 
and Charger
Includes battery holder, 6 rechargeable, 
non-magnetic, sealed lead-acid bat 
teries and charger for installation on 
console. Best for high sensitivity total 
field measurements, all gradient mea 
surements and operation below 00 C. 
Pack weighs 1.3 kg. Nominal capacity 
is 2.5 Ampere hours. At 250 C gives 
7000 total field or 3500 total gradient 
readings. Charger specifications are: 
140 x 95 x 65 mm, 115/230 V AC; 
50/60 Hz; 20 VA, overload protected.

Heavy Duty Rechargeable Battery Pack 
Includes heavy duty rechargeable bat 
teries installed in a console with a 
built-in charger. Used for rapid cycling 
base station or mobile applications. 
Total weight is 7.6 kg. Nominal capaci 
ty is 12.5 Ampere hours. Dimensions 
are 240 x 90 x 240 mm. Power re 
quirements: 115/230 V AC; 50/60 Hz; 
50 VA. Overload protected.

Low Temperature Battery Extender Kit 
Comprises a cover for the bottom of 
the instrument console, a battery pack 
cover, a waist belt and a battery cable. 
Slots on the battery pack cover permit 
belt mounting next to the operator's 
body for warmth.

Optional Accessories

Language Options 
In addition to English, a second 
language using Latin characters can 
replace French.

RS-232 Cable and Adaptor 
Includes a special RS-232 data transfer 
cable and MP-3 to RS-232 cable adap 
tor. Used for communicating between 
the MP-3 and peripheral devices in 
cluding a second MP-3 or IGS-2/MP-4 
for diurnal corrections.

Minor Spare Parts Kit
Includes 2 keyboard diaphragms and
two fuses.

Carrying Cases
A variety of carrying cases are available 
to suit different combinations of con 
sole and sensor options.

Display Heater
Required for cold weather operation. 
Powered by main batteries, thermo 
statically controlled to turn off above 
•20"C.

MP-3/4 Proton Magnetometer 
Function Tester
When connected between the console 
and sensor, applies a signal to test the 
polarizing circuit, the coil and the 
signal processing circuitry. Switch 
selectable magnetic field simulation at 
22,500; 30,000,- 45,000; 60,000 and 
90,000 nT.

Peripheral Devices
Scintrex is prepared to recommend or
supply digital printers, modems,
cassette tape recorders, analog
recorders and microcomputers with
software.

Applications Software 
Scintrex supplies fully documented 
software written for the IBM PC com 
puter and certain other microcom 
puters which use the MS-DOS 
operating system. This software is 
designed to permit: 1) archiving of data,
2) processing of magnetic data and
3) profile and contour outputs on 
digital printers.

Memory Expansion Options

Memory Expansion l 
Memory can be added on an existing 
board to complement the 16K RAM 
Standard Memory. This can be done in 
up to six 8K RAM increments to raise 
system memory to a total of 64K RAM. 
Each 16K RAM increment holds as 
many readings as the Standard 
Memory.

Memory Expansion II 
An additional board is required on 
which an additional sixteen 8K RAM 
groups can be installed to bring the 
system total memory to 192K RAM. 
Each 16K RAM Increment holds as 
many readings as the Standard 
Memory.

SCINTREX 222 Snidercroft Road 
Concord Ontario Canada 
L4K1B5

Telephone: (416) 669-2280 
Cable: Geoscint Toronto 
Telex: 06-964570

Geophysical and Geochemical 
Instrumentation and Services



Appendix 2. 

Plates l and 2 scale 1:250C

Plate 1: Total Field Magnetic Contour Map scale 1:2500 
Plate 2: VLF Offset Profile Map scale 1:250C
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Joseph Haberer and/or Ranex Minerals
5.9789 MARSHAY

AcifJresi
900

Box 2362, Station B, St. Catharines .Ontario L2M 7M7 (bib) 041-4.00.}
rvey Company

Ranex Minerals inc.
Date o* S.r/ey (iron™ t -O' Total Mnes of ime C-'

15 10 86 13 11 86
Day Mo. Yr. Day Mo. i Y'

Name and Acoress o* Autno- o : jeo-Tecnmcai report!

Richard Trapnell, l Canada Court, St. Catharines.Ontario
Cieau; Reauestea oer Esc" C.aim m Coiumns at riaht Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Spoc.a. Provisions G.ophvs.c.. : D' VS Per 

ClB.m
For first survey: . 

Electromagnetic A(")
Enter 40 n?s"i 'Th" '
includes line cutting/ -Magnetometer 2Q

For each 3ca:r.onal surve-. - Rao.ometnc X^
using tne same arid: '\. 

- Otne' \^ 
Enter 20 oavs (for eacn. \

Geological

Geochemical

Man Days Davs Der
Geo D nyS ,cai j D*^er

Comoiete reverse side i 
, - Electromagnetic i and enter totansl here

- Magnetometer j

- Radiometric *

- Other
1 — —— —— 

Geological j

Geochernical

Airnornr Oenns Davs per 
j Claim

Note: Special provisions Electromagnetic

to Airoorne Surveys. Magnetometer

Radiometric 
1 /

Exoenoitures lexciuOes oo'.ve r stripping! /
TyceotWorK Per'ormec j

Pcrtorrneo on C.airris) 1

1
Coicuianon of nxpencnture Csvs C'eoits f 

J Total 
Total Exoeno;:ures l Davs Credits

S * 15/-
1 f

Instructions 
To'.ai Days C-eCits rnav re scoort.onec a; the claim holoer's 
cnoice. Ente r ",,r"oer o* C3^s crooits oc r claim selected
"- ^ 0 ! u r^ n b .-s : ' n n T .

-

Cate fcfcs-oeci HoiKfi-o^^Afjcni (Signaiurei.

Nov.20,l?66 y: /^ /t-4-r,, f^/d

\

/

Mining CIBIHI
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.
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/

\
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Joseph Haberer, Box 2362, Station B, St. Catharines,0nt. L2M 7M7
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, Nov.20.1986
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and Mines

VM
(Geophysical, Geological, 
Geochemical and Expenditures)

exceeds space on

Mining Act

form, attacjia li:
Note: — Only days crec1t*^f*cPto"i\tecl\ *fr tho 

"Expenditures" seujpn may toe e nterec 
in the "Expend. Days Cr." columns 

— Do noi use shaded areas below.
Type Bf So^. 'st

fPoPHYSICAL J'Tovvnsnip or Area 
Marshay Township

Claim Holder(s)
Joseph Haberer and/or Ranex Minerals Inc.

Adoress
Box 2362, Station B, St. Catharines, Ontario

Survey Company

Ranex Minerals inc.

Prospector's Licence No.

L2M 7M7 (416) 641-1683
Date of Survey (from 8.' tol [Total Miles of line Cut

15 10 86 13 11 86
Day | Mo. | Yr. | Day | Mo. j Yr. 1

Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technical report)

Richard Trapnell, 1 Canada Court, St. Catharines , Ontario
Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:
Enter 40 days.' (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total(s) here

Airborne Credits *

Note: Special provisions 
credits do not apply 
to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical
VLF

- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical
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- Electromagnetic 

- Magnetometer 

- Radiometric 

- Other 
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Days per 
Claim

Expenditures (excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Claim(s)

Calculation oi Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date
Nov.20,1986

Recorded

Certification Verifying Report of Work

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work.

For O'fice Use Only
Total Days Cr. 
Recorded TW71 1986

Date ADO

Mining

Mining Claim
Prefix Number
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l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report i/true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certilying
Joseph Haberer, Box 2362, Station B, St. Catharines,0ht. L2M 7M7

Date Certified

Nov.20.1986 i
1362 IB5J12)



Ministry of
NcShern Development
and Mines

Order of 
the Minister

Ontario
Mining Act

W T V fj'-^

Room 6610,Whit.ney Block
Queen'jVark
Toronto, Ontario
M7A1W3
416/965-4888

In the matter of mining claims: L 820247, et al, 

in Marshay Township 

as listed on Report of 

Work No.477.

On consideration of an application from the recorded holder,.
under Section 77 Subsection 22 of the Mining Act, l hereby order that the ti
Geophysical!Electromagnetic&Magnetometer) assessment work re

be extended until and inrluriing January 30, .19. 87

Joseph Hahprpr/Ranex Minprals Tnr,———— 
time for filing reports and plans in support of

,n November 21, 10. 86

Copies:

Date

Ranex Minerals Inc
Box 2362, Station B
St. Catharines, Ontario
L2M 7M7
Attention: Deborah Ranchuk

Signature of Director, Land Management Branch

Mining Recorder 
Kirkland Lake, Ontarii

1333 (85/12)
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